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Abstract
In this paper we studied the various renewable energy resources & which will be used for the development of
electricity. The main source of energy is solar energy, wind energy, hydro energy. This paper provides a review on the
hybrid power generation i.e. combination of two or more energy sources. The hybrid power generation systems will in
turn be used for charging the batteries. The Hybrid (Wind / hydro / solar) system is more economical, environmental
friendly. The power generation capacity of hybrid system is more than the power generation capacity of the
individual system. The results showing the power output of individual system and hybridized system obtained from
Metrological Station for the period of five years 2010-2015 is used for comparison between the different hybrid
systems.
Keywords: Solar energy, Wind energy, Hydro energy, Hybrid system, Renewable energy.
1. Introduction
1 The

design of a solar tracker system and their
implementation dedicated to the PV conversion panels.
In this study of tilt angle is a major point. The net gain
of 15% -35% from tracking PV modules in fixed
position toward the sun. The most popular single axis
system is used for tracking the sun position by tilting
angle. The multi-agent system is beneficial and it is
used for tracking the sun in the photovoltaic plant. This
system is beneficial, easy installation and low cost so it
is also a preferable for the solar power production.
This system consumes less power. It has a problem of
generating the tracking trajectories for PV tracking
systems is computational complex. Assuming this for a
year is time-consuming. The exact value of this
improvement depends on the installation. (Khadidja et
al, 2014).
The amount of energy delivered to the battery
through the solar and wind energy combination is
controlled by the hybrid controller. It is directly
associated to the relay which designed a distinctive
household load with wind solar hybrid system with
the charge controller to charge a battery. The wind
solar hybrid system mainly consists of the wind
turbine and solar panel. The energy produced from the
two with a combination is used for household purpose.
As per requirement the energy form the battery is use
given to the load. Controller had an electronic
component such as microcontroller ATMEGA8535, LCD
display (+5 V (16X2)) and An IC ULN2803. An IC
*Corresponding author: Bhushan D. Agarkar

ULN2803 is used for over current prevention process if
occurs. At that time, it gives an indication alarm. The
estimated Total Cost of wind and solar hybrid power
=Rs. 1,00,213 and had a payback period is 1 year. So,
Wind and Solar Hybrid System is more resourceful for
rural area where electricity is not easily accessible.
(Vadirajacharya et al, 2012).
The Savonius type wind turbine model is used. In
this model experiment is carried out on 2, 3 and 4
blades of the wind turbine. The effect of blades
nonperformance calculated. This shows the tip speed
ratio, torque and power coefficient according to wind
speed. Pressure distribution of wind turbine shown in
ANSYS 13.0 software. This model had optimum
performance when used with 3 blades at their high tip
ratio. The highest tip ratio is achieved in Savonius
model is 0.555 at a wind speed 7 m/s (Wenehenubun
et.al, 2015). Following conclusion remarks are
1) The rotation of the rotor is depending on a number
of blades. The wind turbine having three blades
produce high rotational speed and tip ration than 4
blades or any other. The highest tip speed ratio is 0.555
at a wind speed of 7m/s.
2) Four blades Wind turbine rotor had the highest
torque.
3) Four blades wind turbine working good
performance at lower tip speed ratio, but three blades
wind turbine had the best performance at higher tip
speed ratio.
Design of hybrid system is a process of selecting the
reliable components and its sizing to provide cheap,
efficient, reliable and cost effective renewable energy.
This system is also utilized for irrigation purpose. The
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submersible pump consumes 204 units per day on an
average to irrigate the 1.5 acres for mango crop. The
cost calculation of the wind-solar hybrid system is
done in that. This data will be useful for small scale
wind-solar hybrid system manufacturers. The major
advantage of wind – solar hybrid energy system is that
when used together, reduces the cost of the system.
This analysis gives the guideline of engineers to
develop the hybrid system to meet the energy demand
with optimum cost. In rural area cannot reach
electricity with limited cost or do not access the
convection commercial fuel. So it beneficial to design
hybrid system for irrigation purpose in the rural area
(Shivrath et al, 2012)
The wind turbine is designed in such way that the
optimum tip speed ratio extracts maximum power with
available wind speed when turbine rotor passes
through air it leaves the turbulence wake in the path of
the stream. If next blade of revolving rotor comes in
the region of the wake when the air is still turbulent it
will not able to remove power from the wind turbine
resourcefully. And it comes into high vibration. If rotor
blade rotates slowly then the air striking each rotor
blade would no longer be in turbulence. This is another
way to select the tip speed ratio so that rotor blade
does not pass through turbulent air (Ragheb et at,)

time cool, humid air moves towards the land .in
October the north east winter monsoon starts, when
the cool, dry air moves towards the ocean. In the
months march to August, the winds are uniformly
strong over the whole Indian Peninsula region but it
except the eastern peninsular coast. Wind speeds in
month November to march are relatively weak though
higher speed winds are on the Tamil Nadu coastline.
2.3 Hydro energy potential
The small hydro power (SHP) Development
is
economical than comparing other sources of
renewable energy such as the wind, solar or biomass
.the SHP life span is highest among other renewable
energy sources. The output of SHP varies only
gradually from day to day and not from minute to
minute as in wind.
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2. Power potential
Hybrid power systems constitutes of a number of
storage components and power generators. It is
designed to meet the energy demand of rural area. To
fit the local geographic conditions and other
specifications, small hydro plants wind generators, PV
generators and other sources of electrical energy are
added. For developing a hybrid system for a specific
location, it is essential to know the particular energy
demand and the resources available for that place
location. So, for a particular site location the energy
planners must study the potential available resources
on solar, wind and hydro energy.
2.1 Solar energy potential
India has an average annual temperature ranges
between from 25°C – 27.5 °C. Hence India has
enormous solar energy potential. Photovoltaic (PV)
cells are placed on the roof top of houses or
commercial buildings, to collect the solar energy. Solar
collectors such as mirrors or parabolic dishes that can
move and track the sun throughout the day are also
used. For concentrated lighting in buildings similar
mechanism is used. Solar has numerous domestics,
industrial application. India being a tropical country
receives solar radiation about 3,000 hours of sunshine
in a subsequent year which is equal to more than 5,000
trillion kWh. In all part of India, it receives 4 – 7 kWh of
solar radiation per square meter.
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Fig. 1 Growth of identified SHP potential in India
2.4 Hybrid energy potential
The current energy consumption rate proved that coal
resources should last for about 200 years, oil and
natural gases for 40 years and 60 years respectively.
Renewable energy by installed capcity in
India
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2.2 Wind energy potential
The strong south-west summer monsoon, which starts
in May-June, influences the wind energy in India. In this

Fig. 2 Renewable energy by installed capacity in India
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Total energy of the hybrid will be the supply from the
solar PV, wind turbine and hydro. As show in the
equation below
PHY = PPV + PW
PHY = PPV +PHYDRO
PHY = PW +PHYDRO
Where PHY is power generated by the hybrid system PPV
is the power generated by the solar PV system Pw is
the power generated by hydraulic turbine
3. Comparison and Discussion
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It is predicted that there would be 40% increase in the
renewable energy production over the span of next 5
years. Wind energy is expanded globally over 25 % to
35 %. So, it is named as world’s fastest growing energy
source. Hydro is the second largest available renewable
resource and its energy market is around 20% to 30%
annually. Solar power technologies are predicted to be
4.9 % of global renewable energy sources.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of solar wind and hybrid system

Figure3. shows the power producing capacity of the
individual systems over the span of five years 20102015. This figure shows that the power generated by
from (solar/wind/hydro) in 2014-15 is highest. The
individual capacities are: Wind energy about 23,444
MW; Hydro energy about 4055 MW and solar energy
about 3,743MW. Energy production from 2010 to 2014
is gradually increased year by year.
25000

Figure 5 shows the power production by the hydro,
wind turbine as well as power production by hybrid
system. The highest power obtained from the wind is
more than Hydraulic turbine. Figure 5 also shows that
power generated from hybrid system is the highest in
year 2014-15 where power production is about 4055
MW from the hydro, 23444 from wind and 27499 from
the hybrid system.
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Fig. 3 Power produced by (wind/solar/hydro) system
Figure 4 shows the power production PV, wind turbine
and hybrid system. The highest power obtained from
the wind is more than the PV array. Figure 4 also
shows the power generated from hybrid system is the
highest in year of 2014-15 where the power
production is about 2743MW from solar, 23444 from
wind and 27184 from the hybrid system.
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Fig.5 Comparison of solar, hydro and hybrid system
Figure 6 shows the power production by the solar,
hydro, and hybrid system. The highest power obtained
from the hydro is more than solar system. Figure 6 also
shows the power generated from hybrid system is the
highest in year of 2014-15, where power production is
about 3743 MW from the solar, 4055MW from and
7798 from the hybrid system.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of wind, hydro and hybrid system
Conclusion
As mentioned in the paper the power produced by the
combination of solar- wind; wind- hydro; solar-hydro
is much greater in comparison to the individual
systems. Hence on combining all the three systems the
output is expected to be much greater than the
corresponding two stage hybrid systems.
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